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ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of smart sensory objects. These objects collect
environmental data and communicate to exchange this gathered data without human intervention. IoT
has evolved as a revolutionary technology for over a decade. It is currently, widely applied in a variety
of applications like Internet of Vehicles (IoV), Internet of Healthcare Things (IoHT), and the Internet of
Everything (IoE). IoHT is one of the most beneficial and significant IoT applications. The quality of the
connection in an IoT network is governed by the application layer communication protocol. Application
type has a significant impact on the preference of protocol selection. In this paper, the performance of
CoAP and MQTT-SN is compared. Based on the performance analysis it was concluded that in case of high
traffic conditions network congestion occurs on the medical broker of MQTT-SN, which lowers the network
efficiency. A framework is proposed to achieve reliability and time optimization in larger sensor-based
healthcare networks. An adaptive switching-based data communication model has been designed. In the
proposed model, we have enabled IoHT network to run two application protocols in parallel. The adaptive
switching algorithm allows to switch between the two available protocols based on the status of the network
condition. Network simulation has been performed using NODE-RED. This tool is used to test the proposed
framework in different scenarios. In the end it was concluded that during network congestion conditions
at medical broker of MQTT-SN, the adaptive switching algorithm allows the network to switch to CoAP
connection for the time efficient and reliable transmission in the IoHT network.

INDEX TERMS IoT, Internet of Healthcare Things (IoHT), application layer protocols, MQTT, COAP,
NODE-RED.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of actual physical
things, gadgets, cars, buildings, and many other things with
electronics, software, and sensors, embedded in them and
have the capability to connect to a network, without the need
for human intervention. These objects collect the environ-
mental data and communicate to exchange this gathered data.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jose Saldana .

Furthermore, this gathered data is examined and then the
specific action is performed as per the application required.

Technology has made it feasible for machines to connect
with one another always at anytime, anywhere and as well
as with people too. It has really been rapidly encroaching on
people’s homes and other locations [1].

The exponential growth in IoT technology has resulted in
the interconnection of a vast number of devices or objects.
These devices are of different make, supporting different
technologies which give rise to a completely heterogeneous
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environment [2]. To support seamless interconnection these
heterogeneous devices should be able to support heteroge-
neous networking, allowing billions of devices to commu-
nicate with each other efficiently [3]. This paves the way
for new heights of interconnectivity resulting in smarter,
efficient and advanced applications like Internet of Vehicles
(IoV), Internet of Healthcare Things (IoHT) and Internet of
Everything (IoE).

Healthcare is an essential aspect of existence for human-
ity. Due to the huge demand for resources, maintaining an
effective healthcare system for an ever-growing population
has become increasingly challenging. Numerous studies have
been conducted to raise the standard of healthcare and patient
support [4].
The last ten years have seen the growth of various Internet

of Things-based healthcare applications [5], [6]. IoT seems to
be significant to the healing process for patients and the work
of medical professionals. It comprises of a framework that
interacts with network-connected devices, apps, and systems
that can assist patients and physicians in monitoring, record-
ing, and documenting patients’ vital statistics and health
data [7].
A variety of clinical gadgets, sensors, and imaging equip-

ment can be regarded as intelligent devices in the context
of healthcare, building the foundation of the IoT. Healthcare
systems are anticipated to save costs, ease strain on the
healthcare infrastructure, improve life quality, and enhance
user satisfaction [8].
IoT perceives its potential for resolving current issues in

healthcare monitoring systems with the assistance of var-
ious developed technologies, including wireless body area
networks, wireless sensor networks, implants, and wearable
sensors. It can contribute to improving service quality by per-
forming remote monitoring and sending notifications while
lowering healthcare expenses. By measuring and analysing
a patient’s vital signs, the Internet of Things (IoT) gives
hospitals and clinicians a quick and easy approach [9] Thus,
now one of the most significant IoT applications is in the
field of healthcare [10]. A significant impact on the economic
growth will come from IoT-based smart healthcare by (2025).

In order to enable all these smart applications, to work
smoothly, these smart sensory objects should be able to
communicate effortlessly without any hindrance [11]. There
are various existing and developing communication protocols
that enable these devices and servers to interact with one
another in new, more integrated ways [12], [13], [14].
Application type has a significant impact on the pref-

erence of protocol selection. For various IoT applications
like home automation, vehicle-to-vehicle communication in
IoV, and wearable technology, many protocols, such as
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP), and Lightweight
Machine-to-Machine (LwM2M) exist. For Machine-to-
Machine (M2M) communication, two specialized protocols
are Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) and Con-
strainedApplication Protocol (CoAP) [15]. In themodern IoT

applications, CoAP and MQTT are two of the most signifi-
cant and popular protocols. Although certain other protocols
have also been utilized, both have significance when it comes
tomachine communication. Concerning the application layer,
there isn’t a single protocol that supports all applications [16].
The choice of protocol is highly situation-dependent.

In this paper, the performance of two application layer
protocols is compared, that are Constrained Application Pro-
tocol (CoAP) and Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
(MQTT)in an Internet of Things (IoT) scenario. Then based
on the performance analysis an Adaptive switching-based
data communication model has been designed. Detailed con-
tribution of the proposed work has been provided in the
following sub-section.

A. CONTRIBUTION OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In the proposed framework, we have enabled IoHT network
to run two application protocols in parallel. Here the network
can adaptively switch between the two applications based on
the network condition. The following is the contribution as
well as utility of the framework proposed in this paper.

• Design and implementation of a novel framework for the
IoHT network.

• Availability of two constrained application protocols
namely CoAP and MQTT. This in turn increases the
efficiency of the IoHT network.

• A Switching algorithm has been designed which allows
to switch between the two available protocols based
on the status of the network condition ie In case
of large-size messages having payloads of more than
1024 byte, MQTT-SN will be used as the default trans-
mission link of the proposed framework. And in case of
network congestion occurring on the medical broker of
MQTT-SN, the switching is carried out from the default
protocol of the network i.e., MQTT-SN to CoAP.

• This provision of switching increases the IoHT network
availability.

• This increases network efficiency in case of heavy net-
work traffic.

• Time efficiency of the proposed framework has been
studied and analysed.

• Various explanations and validations have beenmade for
theoretical and experimental findings.

The remaining portions of this paper are arranged as fol-
lows: Section II discusses the working architecture of the
IoT constrained network application protocols. Section III
provides a performance comparison of CoAP andMQTT and
Related work. Section IV discusses the contribution of the
proposed work. Section V describes the working of IoHT-
Net topology. Section VI gives the details of the working
architecture of the proposed Framework. Section VII gives
the simulation setup of the proposed network. Section VIII
analyses the experimental results and finally Section IX con-
cludes the paper giving the future scope of the proposed
work.
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II. IoT-CONSTRAINED NETWORK APPLICATION
PROTOCOLS
The application layer is the internet protocol stack’s top
layer. It is the layer where the application protocols are
found. Applications of various end systems use an application
layer protocol to exchange data packet information with one
another [17], [18].

For the IoT network, MQTT and CoAP are appropriate
lightweight application layer protocols because they support
the constrained network requirement of IoT networks. The
first significant issue with the IoT network is related to
an enormous number of connected nodes generating huge
network traffic. So, to overcome this traffic problem these
protocols make the network packet smaller in size thus in turn
preventing the network bandwidth from being saturated.

It is not only sufficient to manage many devices. The
performance level of the IoT network is also a significant
quality. By limiting the data packet size, the resource con-
strained lightweight protocols decrease the volume of data the
CPUprocesses, thus resulting in less battery consumption and
decrease in the storage space requirement. Hence, the IoT‘s
lifecycle enhances considerably.

A. ARCHITECTURE OF MQTT IN IOT APPLICATION
The Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) proto-
col is a publish/subscribe-based messaging protocol. It is a
lightweight protocol due to the minimal code size of all of its
transmitting messages with a goal of monitoring physically
dispersed sensors and actuators. Andy Stanford-Clark of IBM
and Arlen Nipper of Arcom designed MQTT in 1999 [19].
The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Infor-
mation Standards (OASIS), formalized MQTT in 2013 [20].
It was the goal of MQTT’s designers to develop a small, high
- throughput protocol that supported several levels of Quality
of Service (QoS) and was data-interoperable.

The MQTT paradigm uses TCP as its transport layer pro-
tocol. Despite being intended to be lightweight, MQTT has
two shortcomings for devices with resource limitations. Each
MQTT client must support TCP, and they should maintain
an active link to the broker. This is a concern in some
contexts when packet loss is severe or where computational
resources are limited. In order to function properly on wire-
less networks, MQTT-SN (MQTT for Sensor networks) was
developed, which is a lighter version of previously designed
MQTT. It specifies a UDP mapping of MQTT and adds
broker support for indexing topic names and addresses both
flaws [21]. The basic functioning of MQTT-SN is almost
identical to MQTT.

The protocol‘s basic architecture as shown in Figure 1,
consists of three main components called subscriber, pub-
lisher, and broker, is also known as publisher/subscribe or
client/server model. A broker facilitates the message distri-
bution between the publisher and subscriber not even directly
revealing the other party’s presence or capabilities [22].
It accomplishes this by separating the sender (publisher) from
the receiver (subscriber).

FIGURE 1. Basic architecture of MQTT.

MQTT is a message centered protocol. These protocols
transmit data in separate groups or blocks, where one com-
munication stops and another begins, can be determined by
the data recipient. Each message is a unique piece of data
that is unknown to the broker. Each data packet transmitted
by the publisher is sent to a specific address called as a topic.
Subscribers can sign up for several topics. All incoming mes-
sages are filtered, then distributed appropriately by the broker.
Hence, each message sent to a topic is delivered to every
client who has subscribed to it [23]. A message’s components
are a fixed header (2 bytes), an optional variable header, and
a payload that can only be 256 megabytes (MB). This is a
relatively high limit for the entirety of M2M and IoT applica-
tions, and most customers would likely never transmit such
a large payload containing a message. It facilitates multi-cast
transmission, which is also known as many-to-one or many-
to-many communication. Hence this is suitable for most of
the IoT application scenarios like the Internet of Healthcare
Things (IoHT) Network.

Based on how data is received and delivered between the
broker and publisher, there are three QoS profiles: QoS0,
QoS1, andQoS2. These threemodels are based on how data is
received and delivered between the broker and publisher [21].
In the IoHT framework, any of the three Quality of Service
(QoS) profile models is utilized for the interchange of patient
data.

The broker is a device that mediates communications
between devices in MQTT [23]. All communications from
publishing clients are acquired by the broker’s software,
which then forwards them to subscribers [24]. It maintains
communication with stable customers. Thus, it manages all
the multicast connections and so the brokers may sometimes
behave as a bottleneck due to overloading of messages, which
may result in message delay, low throughput and finally
single point failure. This in the end may lead to lowering
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network performance. Thus, the designers are required to
determine the performance improvement alternatives for such
network failure situations [25].

B. ARCHITECTURE OF COAP IN IOT APPLICATION
CoAP -Constrained Application Protocol is a client-server
protocol that operates at the application layer. CoAP was
initially developed by Constrained RESTful Environments
(CoRE) working group of the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF), which primarily supports applications that are
Machine to Machine (M2M), Sensor to Machine (S2M),
or Sensor to Sensor (S2S). The CoAP protocol was standard-
ized in 2014.

This protocol is based on a request/response paradigm.
It is built using the Representational State Transfer
(REST)framework. REST is an architecture built on web
standards that communicates data using HTTP. That is why
CoAP is also called a RESTful web transfer protocol for
networks and nodes with limited resources.

This protocol is suited for restricted networks, such as
low-power wireless personal area networks, restricted termi-
nals with minimal RAM or CPU ability, and other similar
situations. [26]. A portion of HTTP features are used by
CoAP. The resource limitations of many IoT devices have
led to redesigning certain HTTP features. By altering HTTP
methods, protocols can be created especially for IoT appli-
cations. [27]. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is
the core focus of HTTP. The resource limitations of many
IoT devices have led to redesigning of certain HTTP features.
By altering some of the HTTP methods, protocols supporting
IoT systems are created. The ineffective traffic management
issue and significant overhead are two of the many prob-
lems associated with TCP-based communications. Multicast
roaming is also not facilitated by TCP., whereas CoAP uses
User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which allows connectionless
datagrams for communication between clients and servers
thus resulting in much decreased overhead and enhanced
multicast capability.

Many constrained IoT applications can support only
lightweight and low energy-consuming communication tech-
niques. Therefore, UDP is quite helpful in supporting these
constrained network requirements. CoAP has two sub-levels:
the communications sub-level and the request/response sub-
level. The messaging sub-layer offers communication via the
UDP transport layer while detecting duplications. However,
REST communications are handled by the request/response
sub-layer. Thus, CoAP was designed mainly to allow these
IoT devices to use REST services over UDP in order to
comply with the network resource limitations [28]. Figure 2
shows the basic architecture of the CoAP protocol.

CoAP supports 2 basic models of request–response,
(i) Confirmable and (ii) non-confirmable. Confirmable is
a reliable mode of one-to-one communication whereas
non-confirmable is an unreliablemode of one-to-one commu-
nication. A combination of confirmable and non-confirmable

FIGURE 2. Basic architecture of CoAP.

FIGURE 3. Basic IoHT network architecture.

messages ensures CoAP’s reliability. The messages delivered
between clients and servers primarily depict three aspects of
reliability namely: network reliability, communication relia-
bility, and message-sharing reliability.

UDP has a low overhead need for transmissions, enabling
shorter start-up times and longer sleep phases thus, resulting
in less power consumption and eventually longer battery life
of IoT devices in the network. CoAP allows smaller size
packets which have an upper bound of 1152 bytes for mes-
sage and 1024 bytes for message payload in transmission.
Hence it is more suitable for applications like IoHT, where
generally smaller size messages of some few bytes are trans-
mitted. Figure 3 shows a common IoHT network architecture.
Typically, a CoAP version adds its own maximum packet
length option. Because of the lower size of data packets, the
transmission sessions are smaller and faster. An unfavorable
condition of packet fragmentation occurs when messages to
be transmitted are longer than an IP Data packet.

However, this means that it is not very suitable for applica-
tions where transmission messages are larger in size, like in
case of vehicular networks.

III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF COAP AND MQTT
AND RELATED WORK
The IoT application layer protocols are necessary to enable
the most potential IoT-based smart healthcare application
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TABLE 1. Characteristic difference.

domains for patient monitoring, treatment, and diagnostics.
CoAP and MQTT are the two primarily used protocols,
in IoT networks to improve application like telemedicine,
medical management, chronic illness identification, tracking
of disease-causing micro parameters, real-time health mon-
itoring, smart wearable devices, assisted senior healthcare,
and chronic disease screening [29].

Both protocols are specifically appropriate for differ-
ent implementational conditions. It is highly difficult to
choose the most suitable protocol for each application.
Table 1 shows the characteristic difference between the two
protocols.

Many authors in [21], [23], and [30] have compared and
analysed the working of these two protocols in IoT healthcare
networks and came up with a conclusion that both protocols
have their own advantages and disadvantages. Despite the
many advantages and simplicity of MQTT-SN methodology
in WSN, it creates a single point-of-failure issue. This means
that communication in the entire network or the portion of the
network handled by the broker suffers if there is congestion
in this component of the network and thus results in message
delay or complete loss of communication if the broker goes
down in a severe case.

However, message-centric communication, which is pro-
vided by CoAP, heavily relies on communication between
individual network nodes, that is one-to-one communi-
cation. As a result, there is no single point of fail-
ure, but in turn, it allows only smaller messages to be
transmitted.

Additionally, CoAP is chosen when security requirements
are strict while MQTT-SN is preferred for speed [31]. It was
mentioned in [32] that when there is heavy traffic and a weak
link, MQTT performance is affected badly as compared to
CoAP in terms of throughput and latency.

The comparative analysis which has been carried out in
this work for the two application protocols namely CoAP and
MQTT-SN has been shown in Table 2.
The researchers [33] provide an investigation of the rela-

tionship between MQTT and CoAP in situations with diverse
network conditions. The analysis demonstrates that the two

TABLE 2. Comparative analysis of MQTT-SN and CoAP.

protocols differ in performance under several scenarios, such
as during heavy network traffic CoAP performs well with
some modifications. The chance of packet loss increases
during network congestions. They concluded to implement
MQTT when there is a single device and low throughput in
network. Thus, the choice of a suitable application protocol
emerges as one of the challenges for researchers over the time
period. Hence to overcome this limitation the author in [34]
studied and pointed out that varying protocols have varying
performance characteristics within distinct categories, mak-
ing them appropriate for various application types. They have
proposed that the integration of these protocols is important.

Studies have found that in real-world IoT applications,
there may be many fluctuating network circumstances as well
as other difficulties including network load, energy demand,
delay, etc. [35]. There isn’t a particular protocol that could
be fairly and appropriately put into operation and serve as a
solution to all these problems.

Authors [36] have compared and analysed application
layer protocols i.e. MQTT and MODBUS TCP which are
running alongside simultaneously. They encourage the imple-
mentation of the proposed combination of protocols in
industrial IoT applications. Another architecture of the IoT
middleware was proposed in [37] which evaluates and com-
pares the widely-used protocols in terms of the publish
and subscribe timings, network traffic, and effectiveness.
To overcome the previous shortcoming a framework for
IoT communication has been described in [38], enabling
smooth interactions between devices. The protocol transla-
tion is the main emphasis of this approach. However, the little
rise in the consumption of energy is a minor drawback of
this framework. The aforementioned proposals promote the
integration of various IoT platforms. Working on a similar
concept another author in [39] has examined some Internet of
Things platforms that unify application layer protocols using
open-source middleware frameworks into a single, functional
system. This approach proposes a combination and integra-
tion of diverse application layer protocols using a middleware
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FIGURE 4. Block diagram of the proposed framework.

structure. But in case of heavy network traffic, extra delays
in message delivery time along with additional complexities
were recorded due to the involvement of a third-party server
acting as a message broker.

Thus, to overcome the network limitations in the appli-
cations discussed earlier, we have proposed the Adaptive
Switching based data-communication model for IoHT
networks. In the proposed approach the system can run
the two application layer protocols simultaneously based on
conditional switching. The two constrained applications layer
protocols i.e., CoAP and MQTT-SN will be available in the
network to switch upon, based on the network requirement.
As a result, there is no longer any compromise on the network
performance that could arise from the availability of just one
protocol.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Considering the analysis given in Table 2, it has been con-
cluded that MQTT-SN is best suitable for multicasting large
data packets in low-traffic environments and CoAP is best
suitable for transmitting small data packets in high-traffic
conditions. Thus, to avail the advantages of both protocols
we have proposed a framework that allows to use of both
protocols in an application. Figure 6 shows the block diagram
of the proposed framework. The proposed framework is based
on the switching algorithm, which allows switching between
the two protocols, CoAP andMQTT based on the application
demand.

Figure 4 represents the block diagram of the proposed
framework. In this scheme, all the IoT devices which are
responsible for sensing and sending data are connected to the
Adaptive switch which is in turn connected to the MQTT-SN
broker andCoAP server. This is based on the network demand
which is accordingly judged by the Adaptive Switching func-
tion.

A. WORKING OF THE ADAPTIVE SWITCHING ALGORITHM
IN THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the Adaptive Switching
function. This is a common adaptive switching algorithm
that is suitable for commonly available IoT applications such
as Smart Agriculture, and Internet of Vehicles (IoV). The
working of the general adaptive algorithm function is such
that the switch function decides which protocol to choose
for transmission based on the IoT application demand. This
function checks six conditions that are:

(1) Type of communication: - the protocol selection is
based on the type of data transmission preferred in the
application. If the application demands choice-based
communication, then chooseMQTT-SN, or else choose
CoAP.

(2) Type of document sharing: - If the application
requires M: N (many to many) sharing of data in the
network then MQTT-SN is chosen, else CoAP is cho-
sen for direct 1:1 sharing of data.

(3) Reliability: - If reliability is an essential requirement
of the application network, then the preferred choice
for protocol is CoAP, because, at times in case of high
network traffic, a single point of failure is possible,
in MQTT-SN at the broker.

(4) Power consumption: - CoAP protocol is chosen
when the network is constrained over power consump-
tion [35].

(5) Data transfer size: - protocol selection is based on the
default size of the message transmitted in the network.
CoAP protocol is chosen if the smaller size mes-
sages are transferred in the network, else MQTT-SN is
selected for larger-size message propagation.

(6) Implementation overhead: - CoAP incurs less imple-
mentation overhead as compared to MQTT-SN [35].
Therefore, CoAP is chosen when the IoT application
is checking for minimum overhead to implement the
clients in a network.

V. THE IoHTNET TOPOLOGY
The organisation of various components in an IoT healthcare
system is referred to as the IoHTNet topology, which shows
illustrations of exemplary frictionless healthcare facilities.
There exist many IoHT topologies based on the arrangement
of IoHT network components. IoHT application requirement
governs the organisation of components in the network.
Many such IoHTNet topologies have been proposed over
the decade [40], [41], [42], [43]. Thus, a commonly used
IoHT Model comprises of remote sensing nodes, a network,
and routing algorithms at various levels with accompanying
infrastructure, memory, and a cloud infrastructure.
A scenario of the Internet of Healthcare Things network

is depicted in Figure 6. It is an IoHTNet topology where a
person’s medical status and vitals are collected and recorded
using wearable sensors and portable medical gadgets that are
fastened to the patient’s body. Data from numerous sensors
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FIGURE 5. Flowchart of the general adaptive switching algorithm.

and machines is then transmitted over the network via a gate-
way to the desired medical service provider. These service
providers can be a medical cloud or any medical analytics
Centre, where this gathered data is then used for maintaining
medical records after being evaluated and reviewed. Health-
care providers can monitor patients from any possible remote
site and take appropriate action based on analysis and consol-
idated medical records.

Fig. 7 shows a diverse cluster of sensors creating
a body sensor network [44]. When the human body
is closely connected with lightweight sensors which are
embedded in wearable devices, it is called as body sen-
sor network. These sensors assemble massive volumes of
data from vital indicators such as blood pressure (BP),
body temperature, electrocardiograms (ECG), and oxygen
saturation. etc.

Nowadays, as healthcare service providers are connected
to the Internet, they have several systems to worry about
and are facing an increased number of vulnerabilities that
include security issues, heterogeneity issues, low network
throughput, time delays, network congestions, and network

failure. These are some of the common problems faced in
many healthcare network scenarios.

In this work, the main focus is to improve the throughput
of a general IoHT Network. The throughput of a network
depends on the amount of data transmitted and the time
taken to deliver that data. Therefore, in order to gain high
throughput, we have to choose an appropriate application
protocol for network connection, which does not suffer from
network delays.

The proposed adaptive switching algorithm is then fur-
ther modified to be suitable for IoHT application. Figure 8
shows the flowchart of the Adaptive Switching Algorithm
which is specific to the IoHT network. In this scenario, the
algorithm first checks the size of the message payload, if it
is greater than 1024 bytes then MQTT-SN protocol is chosen
for message transfer, otherwise CoAP is chosen for message
transfer. Generally, in IoHT networks the message payload
size is larger than 1024 bytes, which is why in most of the
cases MQTT-SN protocol is chosen for message transmis-
sion, we have compared the time taken and message payload
size by simulating the IoHT network in NODE RED and
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FIGURE 6. Internet of healthcare things network.

FIGURE 7. Body sensor network.

then concluded that as the message payload size increases
more than 1024 bytes, time taken in message transfer using
COAP protocol shoots up., while this doesn’t happen with the
MQTT-SN protocol. That is why most of the time MQTT-SN
is chosen.

During the message transmission in the IoHT network,
an enormous number of messages travel in a network. Some-
times MQTT-SN’s medical broker may face congestion,
which in turn may result in a delay in message transfer in the
IoHT network. This will result in a decrease in the overall
throughput of the network. During this time if a medical
emergency occurs then due to large message delays in the
network, the medical analytical center may not be able to
receive the alert message on time which may lead to any
unwanted condition. Hence to avoid any such circumstances

FIGURE 8. Flowchart of IoHT application-specific adaptive switching
scenario.

from occurring, the conditional switch algorithm switches to
CoAP to transfer trigger messages quickly and accurately to
the receiver.

VI. SIMULATION SETUP
The investigation aims to assess the durations of end-to-end
communication transmission. IoHT network simulation has
been performed in NODE RED. It is a tool for Network-flow
development. HereNode.js is used to build the runtime. JSON
file format is used to store the flows that are created in Node-
RED.

The proposed IoHT network with an adaptive switching
function has been simulated on NODE RED. The timer
function present in NODE-RED is used to record the time
taken to transmit a message from sender to receiver. All the
network simulation figures of the IoHT network have fixed
color coding. Purple color represents the MQTT-SN nodes of
the sender, receiver, and broker. The orange color represents
the CoAP nodes of the sender and receiver. The light green
color represents timer function nodes.

Figure 9 shows a small network of 1 sender and 1 receiver.
As shown in Figure 9 a time function is attached at each link
in the network to record the time of each transmission link.
A switch function is used to switch between the two protocols
i.e., CoAP and MQTT-SN. This switch function is based on
the adaptive switching algorithmwhich examines for network
congestion and allows switching.
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FIGURE 9. Network of 1 sender and 1 receiver.

FIGURE 10. Network of 1 sender and 1 receiver showing payload exceeding max - threshold value for CoAP.

The simulation of the proposed framework shows that the
time taken on each link is recorded. The condition of max–
payload–support by each protocol link was also tested on the
network. As discussed earlier it was studied that on increasing
the payload size of the message from 1024 bytes a steep
increase in transmission time on the CoAP link is recorded.
As shown in Figure 10, fora message payload of more than
1024bytes, the network link of MQTTN has recorded a trans-
mission time of 5ms, whereas the transmission time on the
CoAP link was recorded to be 3887ms, which was very high.

After this, the proposed network setup in the NODE- RED
simulation window is tested for next scenario of increasing
traffic on the network paths. It was analyzed that in the case
of a smaller number of sender and receivers MQTT-SN con-

nection path takes less amount of time but as the number of
sender nodes and receiver nodes increases, the time taken by
a message to reach a receiver increases. This has beenshown
in Figure 11.
Figure 11 shows the proposed framework with 3 senders

and 3 receivers. In this case, while analysing the transmission
time in the MQTT-SN connection path it was noted that the
first receiver got the message in 8ms, the second receiver
received the message in 11ms, and the third received it in
12ms, so a delay of 4ms recorded from first to third receiver
was present. While recording the transmission times in the
CoAP communication path it was found that the message
delivery time had a delay of 2ms from the first to the third
receiver. So, when the transmission time delays of both the
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FIGURE 11. Proposed IoHT network of 3 senders and 3 receivers.

paths of the network were compared it was clearly recorded
that the MQTT-SN communication path had a delay of 4ms
as compared to 2ms in the CoAP communication path.

Further, when the number of senders and receivers was
increased in the same network set-up it was found that in a
network where a large number of sensors exist resulting in
high traffic, will always result in time delay at each receiver
end. It has been also concluded that as the nodes increase
in the network running the MQTT-SN protocol, huge traffic
at the broker is gathered. This traffic at the broker results
in broker congestion and eventually leads to higher message
transmission time. Hence, the network throughput decreases.
While this is not the case with a CoAP based connection, high
traffic minutely affects the message transmission time.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In the experimental examination of the proposed network
setup, the first scenario of the time taken by the IoT protocols
to transmit various sizes of data packets has been analysed.
It is concluded from the first experimental setup of the sim-

ulation performed in Figure 10. A time comparison has been
shown in Figure 12, which is based on the message payload.
It is noted that till the message payload remains less than
1024bytes, the time taken in both the protocols’ communi-
cation paths is less but as soon as the payload increases to
1024bytes, the time taken in transmitting the data packet by
CoAP protocol shoots up, this proves that CoAP is suitable
in transmitting small data packets.

Further in the next experimental setup, we analyzed the
different possible scenarios of the network setup in NODE
RED. We tested the proposed network for various possible
scenarios. In the first scenario, we studied the MQTT-SN-
and CoAP-based network communication path. Here, a One-
to-One scenario has been considered i.e., the case when
the number of senders is equal to the number of receivers.
It was observed that when the number of nodes is increased
from 10 to 50, there is a sharp increase in transmission time.
Table 3 shows the maximum time stamps of all the links.
Figure 13 shows the time analysis of the discussed scenario.
In this graph, the maximum time has been considered from
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FIGURE 12. Time analysis of MQTT-SN and CoAP in the network.

FIGURE 13. Time comparison analysis of MQTT-SN and CoAP with the
increasing number of sensors in a network.

all the links of the path due to the protocol in considera-
tion. This means that considering the first case of 3 sensors,
there were 3 transmission links in both the paths as per two
protocols. For MQTT-SN protocol, the three-time stamps
recorded were 15ms, 16ms, and 17ms out of which max-
time-tamp of 17ms was considered. Similarly, for CoAP pro-
tocol three-time stamps recorded were 17ms, 18ms, and 19ms
out of which amax-time-tamp of 19mswas considered. A rise
in transmission times is clearly visible from the comparative
analysis which has been carried out in Figure 13.

In another network setup, the time taken to transmit data
packets in the IoT network was analysed. Time comparison

TABLE 3. Transmission time in One -to-One scenario of the proposed
IoHT network.

was performed in three scenarios (i) One -To -One, (ii) One
-To- Many, and (iii) Many -To- One.

The first scenario of One-to-One transmission is tested.
In this case, number of senders is equal to number of
receivers. This scenario is tested for a varied number of
nodes ranging from 10 to 50 nodes. The transmission time
is recorded for each link. In the case of 10 nodes, there were
10 paths linking 10 senders to 10 receivers. Table 4 shows
the transmission time in MQTT-SN path. The value present
in each cell is the frequency of each time stamp. This means
that:

• 2 linking paths recorded a 9ms transmission time.
• 3 linking paths recorded a 10ms transmission time.
• 4 linking paths recorded an 11ms transmission time.
• 1 linking path recorded a 12ms transmission time.

Likewise, the rest of the cases in the network are represented
by the table. Figure 14 shows the time comparison of the
MQTT-SN path for the increasing number of senders and
receivers in the proposed IoHT network in the One-To-One
scenario. This graph has been plotted based on data present
in Table 4. The horizontal line (x-axis) of the graph represents
the transmission time stamp and the vertical line (y-axis)
represents the number of links in the network. From the
graph, it can be noted that when the number of senders is 50,
transmission time reaches to 66ms as compared to 12ms in
the 10 senders’ case. Hence, it is evident that as the number
of sensors increases the transmission time also increases.

Similarly, Table 5 shows the transmission time in the CoAP
path. Based on this table, Figure 15 shows a time analysis
graph of the increasing number of senders and receivers on
the CoAP transmission path in the proposed IoHT network.

It has been found from the comparison of these two graphs
that when there were fewer senders both the protocol links
had almost similar transmission times, but as the number
of senders increased in the network, which resulted in high
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FIGURE 14. One- to- One scenario in MQTT-SN path.

FIGURE 15. One to One scenario in CoAP path.

network traffic, transmission time recorded for theMQTT-SN
path was high as compared to CoAP path. To get a better
comparison of the two available protocol paths of the pro-
posed IoHT network, the transmission time taken in both the
paths has been shown in Figure 16. This comparison plot
based on Table 6, considers the maximum time stamp of
each case.

Now consider the second scenario of One-to-Many. In this
scenario, one sender is sending to many receivers. This sce-
nario is tested for a varied number of receiver nodes ranging
from 10 to 50. That means in the case of 10 senders (10
sensors) all senders are sending data to one receiver. The
transmission time is recorded for each link. Table 7 shows
the transmission time in the One-to-Many scenario in the
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TABLE 4. Transmission time in One -to-One scenario in the MQTT-SN
path of the proposed IoHT network.

FIGURE 16. One to One scenario Time- comparison graph.

MQTT-SN path of the proposed IoHT network. The value of
the cell depicts the frequency of each time stamp. Figure 17

TABLE 5. Transmission time in One -to-One scenario in the CoAP of the
proposed IoHT network.

TABLE 6. Transmission time in One -to-One scenario of the proposed
IoHT network.

shows the time comparison graph in the One-To-Many sce-
nario of the MQTT-SN path. This graph has been plotted
based on Table 7. The horizontal line (x-axis) of the graph
represents the transmission time stamp and the vertical line
(y-axis) represents the number of links in the network. It can
be concluded from the graph that as the number of receivers
increase from 10 to 50 transmission time increase from 2ms
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TABLE 7. Transmission time in One -to- Many scenario of the proposed
IoHT network in MQTT-SN path.

TABLE 8. Transmission time in One -to- Many scenario of the proposed
IoHT network in CoAP path.

to 16ms which is quite less as compared to One-to-One
scenario.

In a similar fashion, theOne-to-Many scenario in the CoAP
communication path of the proposed IoHT network setup is
considered. Table 8 shows the transmission times of different
links. Based on Table 8, a time analysis graph has been

TABLE 9. Transmission time in One -to- Many scenario of the proposed
IoHT network in both the paths.

TABLE 10. Transmission time in One -to- Many scenario of the proposed
IoHT network.

drawn. This graph shows a slight increase in the time taken to
transmit a message from 10 receivers to 50 receivers in CoAP
transmission link.

On analyzing the message transmission time in One-
to-Many scenarios in different cases on both transmission
paths, it was concluded that transmission time increases
minutely, on increasing the receivers in the proposed IoHT
network. To have a more clear understanding and to com-
pare the message transmission time in the network, the
time for both the paths‘ transmission twere plotted on the
graph shown in Figure 19. This graph is based on Table 9
which has the max-time-stamp reading for each path in
each case.

The third experimental setup involves testing the trans-
mission time in the Many-to-One scenario of the proposed
IoHT network. It is tested for both the transmission paths of
the network. The time analysis of the MQTT-SN and CoAP
transmission paths has been shown in Table 10. The value
of the cell under the protocols depicts the time duration.
Figure 20 shows the time comparison graph in the Many-
To-One scenario. This graph is plotted based on Table 10.
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FIGURE 17. Time analysis of One- to- many scenario in MQTT-SN path.

FIGURE 18. Time analysis of One to many scenario in CoAP path.

In this scenario, many senders are sending to one receiver.
This is the most common scenario available in real-world
IoT healthcare applications, where many wearable medical
sensors are sending huge amounts of data to the medical

analytics center. This scenario is tested for a varied number
of sender nodes ranging from 10 to 50 and a single receiver
node. The transmission time is recorded for each link. It can
be seen from the graph that generally as the number of
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TABLE 11. Conclusion of experimental analysis of three different scenarios.

senders increases in the network, transmission time increases.
However, during high traffic conditions, the time taken on the
MQTT-SN path records a steep increase as compared to the
time taken on the CoAP path.

From the experimental analysis of three different scenarios,
it was deduced that there is a steady increase in transmission
time in the network in One- to- Many scenario. whereas there
is a steep increase in transmission time recorded in the One-
to- One and Many -to- One scenario. It is because of the
greater number of sensors generate more traffic at the broker
resulting in traffic congestion and more time delays.

It was also concluded that in all three scenarios as soon
as high traffic condition occurs, the MQTT-SN connection
path starts to show more steep delays in transmission times
as compared to CoAP connection paths.

A. REAL-TIME IOHT NETWORK SCENARIO
Thus, taking into account a real-time scenario of the IoHT
network, the senders are the numerous sensors attached to the
human body and the receiver is a medical analytical center,
where continuous monitoring of medical data is performed.
This time analysis shows that in network congestion condi-
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FIGURE 19. Time comparison of One to many scenario of both the paths.

FIGURE 20. Many to one scenario.

tions MQTT-SN transmission link of the proposed network
suffers from time delays, resulting in less throughput of the
connection path. So, in that case, if a trigger message arrives
which is a high-priority message, signaling any medical
emergency condition, the proposed adaptive switching model
switches from the current active default path of MQTT-SN to
CoAP to quickly transmit the trigger message to the receiver.

Table 11 shows the experimental analysis of different
tested scenarios.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The two application layer protocols namely CoAP and
MQTT-SN that can be utilized particularly with IoHT net-

works are studied, evaluated, and compared in this paper.
Performance analysis concluded that while selecting one
of them, consider the quality of service, availability, and
reliability the application requires. Both protocols are specif-
ically appropriate for different implementational conditions.
An Adaptive switching-based data communication model has
been designed to gain reliability and time optimization in
complex IoHT networks. NODE RED tool is used to test
the proposed framework in different scenarios. For future
work, this framework can be made secure by applying var-
ious security techniques. This framework will be deployed
and analysed in real-time physical IoHT applications. The
stability and robustness of the proposed framework will then
be tested in real-time scenario.
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